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Marcato in the top 30
in the “Hell of the North”
The Italian rider’s performance was
characterized by the constancy, he managed
his energies and he faced a flat tyre in the
first cobblestones sector. He pedaled in the
top contenders group until the Carrefour de
l’Arbre, where he had cramps: he reached
the finish line in the second chasing group of
the five riders who sprinter for the victory,
with a gap of 2’24”.
“I’m not completely satisfied, because I was
not lucky, I had to face accidents that, in
the Paris-Roubaix, you can imagine could
happen - Marcato (photo Bettini) explained
- I was good and, realizing that I was in the
group of the favourites, gave me morale. I
spent energies to recover the group after
the stops for the mechanical intervention,
so in the final kilometers I suffered: we were
in the Carrefour de l’Arbre, there were still
17 km to go, I tried to give my best and I was
close to the top 20”.

Filippo Ganna’s
new Colnago K.One Pista
The Italian individual pursuit
world champion is at the Uci Track
cycling World championships in
Hong Kong 12-16 april 2017 with
a new track frame called K.One.
We’ll contact you very soon for
the related info.

Mirza is once again the UAE champion

While UAE Team Emirates were racing in Europe, Yousif Mirza competed
at the UAE National road championship, where he finished first ahead of
Ali Al Hassani (Al Nasr) and Ahmed Al Mansoori (Al Nasr). They all were in a
breakaway which reached the arrival, the sprint assigned the victory.
Mirza commented: “I’m so happy, I was the favourite and I won: it’s never
easy when you’re the favourite. I kept calm, I joined the main attack and was
aware that my legs felt good for the sprint. I can’t wait for the start of the
Tour of Croatia, my next race, from 18 to 23 April”.
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